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PREFACE

The problem of how to subdue and control the Apache 
Indians puzzled the best minds in the government. Possible 
solutions ranged from total extermination of the Indians 
to plans for civilizing them by peaceful means. The 
struggle which raged between the advocates of the more 
coercive policy and the men of good will often made the 
already formidable task of Indian control more complex.
The history of how Indian control was accomplished through 
the establishment of reservations has not been adequately 
described.

The purpose of this study is to describe the es
tablishment and operation of the Camp Apache Reservation 
in Arizona between the years 1870 and 18?^. It is hoped 
this study will give the reader a better understanding of 
the problems involved in Indian control in the West at this 
time.

Any study of Indian control in Arizona can be 
greatly enriched by use of the vast amount of primary ma
terial available in national and local repositories. In 
studying the Camp Apache Reservation, diaries, memoirs, 
and Arizona newspapers have been used. Among the published 
primary materials consulted were the annual reports of the
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Departments of the Interior and War. Secondary materials 
included general histories, monographs, biographies, and 
articles in learned journals.

I am especially indebted to Professor Harwood P. 
Hinton, director of this thesis, for his scholarly guidance. 
Much assistance was also received from Joseph F. Park, 
Curator, Western Americana, University of Arizona Library, 
and from the staff of Zimmerman Library, Department of 
Special Collections, University of New Mexico. I would 
also like to give special thanks to my mother and father 
for their tireless efforts in helping me see this thesis 
through to its completion, and to my fiancee Sue Hardin 
for her aid in the final preparation of the draft.
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

The Coyotero Apaches, who were part of the Western 
Apache division, were in contact with the white man as 
early as l^O, when Coronado passed through their country—  
the White Mountain region of eastern Arizona. When the 
northern Mexican frontier was ceded to the United States 
in 1848 after the Mexican War, Colonel B. L. Bonneville, 
commanding in New Mexico, found it necessary, because of 
Coyotero hostilities, to send an expedition to break their 
power. Campaigning along the Gila River, the military 
successfully defeated the Coyoteros, and thereafter they 
lived at peace farming and hunting, and occasionally 
raiding into Mexico.

In 1868 the military induced the Coyoteros to 
settle on a military reserve at Fort Goodwin on the Gila.
Two years later. Colonel John Green opened a wagon road 
into the White Mountains and established Camp Ord, later 
known as Camp Apache. The Coyoteros moved to this new 
reserve, where they were issued rations and encouraged to 
pursue agricultural occupations. In 1871 Special Indian 
Commissioner Vincent Colyer visited Camp Apache, and 
recommended the surrounding area become an official reserve. 
This was approved by the government.

vii
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In 1872 General 0. 0. Howard visited Camp Apache, 

and transferred control of the reservation from the mili
tary to civilian hands. From this time forward, the 
reservation became torn by strife between military officers 
and civilian agents. Agent James E. Roberts, who assumed 
control in 1873, immediately tangled with the military, 
was involved in a scandal, and later driven from the res
ervation. Agent John P. Glum of the San Carlos Reservation 
moved the Coyoteros to his agency, and the Camp Apache 
Reservation was closed in l875>.



CHAPTER I

THE COYOTERO APACHES

When the white men came, the Coyotero Apaches had 
lived, farmed, and hunted on the slopes of the White Moun
tains of east-central Arizona for generations. From these 
mountains, they had roamed south and east for food and trad
ed with neighboring tribes. During the periods of Spanish 
and Mexican control, they had begun a pattern of regularly 
raiding into northern Mexico for horses and other plunder. 
But with the advance of Americans into their country, the 
Coyoteros found their old way of life threatened. In l81j.8 
their homeland finally passed under United States control 
at the termination of the Mexican War, and in 1857 a mili
tary campaign reduced their power. A decade later, when 
the government offered the Coyoteros a permanent reserva
tion in their own country, they readily accepted the oppor
tunity to follow a sedentary life. However, the history of 
their reservation from 1870-1875 would prove to be one of 
continuous conflict.

The White Mountains of Arizona, the ancestral home
land of the Coyoteros, was once part of the vast area known 
as Apacheria or Apache country. Physiographically, this 
region was characterized by rugged mountains, tortuous and
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intricate canyons, arroyos and mesas. There was a vast net
work of streams and mirror-smooth lakes annually replenished 
by a large stockpile of snow, and vistas of forests and 
meadows, deep, lush and endless.

The term Coyotero once designated all peoples of the
Western Apache division, but in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century it was narrowed to apply to those Apaches
living only in the region of the White Mountains. In some
sources the name is said to have been applied because the
people ate coyotes."*- Probably the name was derived from the

2fact that these people roamed about extensively.
The Coyoteros ranged throughout eastern Arizona and 

into western New Mexico. They traveled northeast each fall 
to hunt game and gather juniper berries or pinon nuts, but 
never stayed long, as it was dangerously close to the coun
try of the hostile Navahos. To the south, they crossed the 
Gila River and frequently camped near the Graham Mountains,

1. Grenville Goodwin, The Social Organization of
the Western Apache (Chicago, 19^2), pp. 2-3. Goodwin di
vides the Western Apache division into five groups: White
Mountain, Gibecue, San Carlos, Southern Tonto, and Northern 
Tonto. The Coyotero Apaches belong to the White Mountain 
group. Also see Edward H. Spicer, Cycles of Conquest: The
Impact of Spain, Mexico and the United States on the Indians 
of the Southwest, 1533-1960 (Tucson, 1962); Albert B.
Reagan, Notes on the Indians of the Fort Apache Region, 
Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of Natural 
History, XXXI (New York, 1930).

2. Ralph Hedrick Ogle, Federal Control of the 
Western Apaches, l81|.8-l886 (Albuquerque, 1940), p. 8.
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and even as far south as the Winchester Mountains, where
there was an abundance of acorns from the Emory oak. In
this area also, mescal was fairly plentiful, and each
spring they subsisted on this valuable food plant. In the
wintertime, these mountains served as a point of departure
for raids into northern Mexico. Occasionally, the Coyo-
teros would travel as far east as the San Francisco River

3in New Mexico on hunting trips or to visit other tribes.
When not roaming, the Coyoteros stayed in the White 

Mountain region. Here their tribe was divided into differ
ent bands, who bore distinctive names. In addition, the 
society was further divided into matrilineal clans. A man 
could reside most of his life within the territory of an
other tribe, but could never change his tribe identity.
His neighbors always looked upon him as an outsider. Cul
tural and linguistic bonds separated one tribe from an
other. This feeling of unity often showed itself in local 
pride, and at times one tribe would look down on another 
with contempt and mistrust. As each tribe had recognized 
territorial limits, any intrusion by another tribe was only 
temporary. Rivers and mountains or hills dividing valleys 
where water ran were boundaries. Farming sites belonging

3. Goodwin, Western Apache, pp. 13-16.



wholly to the tribe, were shared only with other bands be
longing to the same tribe

The tribe was not a political unit. The only way 
it might function as such was in the co-ordinated action 
of its bands. Each band had its own chief who was theo
retically of equal importance to any other chief. The 
nearest approach to actual tribe control by an individual 
was when a certain chief through character exerted influ
ence beyond his own band.

The Coyoteros cultivated the soil extensively, 
raising wheat, corn, beans, and pumpkins in abundance on
their small farms.^ Much of the planting was done by the

6women and old men using sticks. Their principal farm
sites were located on the East Fork of White River; head
of Bonito Creek; near the head of Black River; and on the
head of Cienega Creek. Their farms also were found at sev

7eral other places.

Ibid., pp. 6-10.
5. Michael Steck, Draft of Annual Report, August 

10, 1859» File Box 3, Folder 1, Michael Steck Papers, 
Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico.

6. Albert H. Schroeder, Western Apaches in the 
American Period Before i860, ”A Study of the Apache 
Indians’1 (Unpublished investigation in five parts, Santa 
Fe, I960), Part V, p. 128.

7# Goodwin, Western Apache, p. 12.



6
Except for land, animals, and stored food, the 

Coyoteros owned property individually. Personal property 
included articles made by a person and kept in his posses
sion, as well as items purchased or received from others.
The farms were owned by several people, as it usually took 
more than one person to operate them. Farming plots were 
inherited, loaned, or given away, but never sold. The 
possession of a farm included not only the right to plant, 
but also the right to everything on the land— trees, bushes, 
stones, and clay.^

Throughout the year, but particularly in spring and
summer, the Coyoteros held certain ceremonies. In June the
ceremonies were to bring protection against snakes and
lightning; in June, July, and August there were special
dances for rain and crops. War dances and victory dances
brought together large crowds from all over White Mountain
country, irrespective of band and local group. Feasts,
dancing, and social intercourse were the main attractions.
The people looked forward to such gatherings, and during
them both old and young mingled socially more than on any

oother occasion.

8. Ibid., pp. 374-376
9. Ibid., pp. 159-160
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The first white men to enter the White Mountain 

region were led by Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, who in 
1540 passed through eastern Arizona searching for the sto
ried "Seven Cities of Cibola." This expedition encountered 
Apaches at Chichilticalli, but no mention was made of 
meeting Indians in the Coyoteros * country.Although 
Coronado encountered no signs of people, this should not 
be taken as conclusive evidence that none lived there.
Apache camps were well hidden, and Apaches did not show

12themselves to forces as imposing as Coronado’s.
According to Spanish records, Apaches began regu-

13larly raiding Sonora as early as 1688. By the 1830’s 
the Coyoteros were leaving the White Mountains and follow
ing two routes to raid into Mexico. One route came out of 
the mountains, passed east through the Arivaipa Valley to 
its head, over to the San Pedro Valley, and south into

10. Chichilticalli is believed to have been in 
the neighborhood of modern Fort Thomas, Arizona.

11. Frank C. Lockwood, The Apache Indians (New
York, 1938), p. 8. Also see George Parker Winship. The 
Coronado Expedition, 15L0-1S^2 (Chicago, 1961].), and Herbert 
E. Bolton, Coronado: Knight of Pueblos and Plains
(Albuquerque, 1961].).

12. Goodwin, Western Apache, p. 66.
13. Ibid., p. 9!]..



Sonora. From here, the Coyoteros went southwest, south,
or southeast against the towns or ranches. The second 
trail led the Coyoteros up the San Simon Valley through the 
Sierra de San Bernardino to the western slopes of the 
Sierra Madre.^

The Coyoteros raided vast areas of Sonora. They 
knew this region as well as they did their own country; 
every mountain, town, or spring of any importance had an 
Apache name. Raiding parties sometimes reached the Gulf 
of California, and operated as far south as Magdalena, and 
Herraosillo, Sonora, but eastward they did not go beyond 
the Bavispe and San Bernardino Rivers. It was not unusual 
for a party to be gone seventy or eighty days. Raids 
brought the Coyoteros horses and cattle to replenish their 
herds, as well as clothing and w e a p o n s T h e s e  raids 
continued through the 1860's.

While the Coyoteros struck periodically into 
Sonora, they claimed to be friends with the Mexicans to 
the east living in the Rio Grande Valley and at Santa Fe. 
They willingly traded with New Mexicans who as early as

llj.. This route cut by way of present day Bisbee,
Arizona.

If?. Ralph A. Smith, "Apache Plunder Trails South
ward, 1831-181j.O, New Mexico Historical Review, Vol. 37 
(January, 1962), 20-21.

16. Goodwin, Western Apache, p. 93
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l8£0 ventured into the White Mountain region to exchange 
guns, usually flintlock muskets, knives, and metal hoes, 
for horses and mules which had been taken from Mexicans to 
the south. The Coyoteros called these traders "bear 
enemies," because of their hairy bodies, and it is prob
able that some were Americans.

The Coyoteros were very hostile to the Indians 
living north and west of the White Mountains. They fre
quently attacked the Marieopas and Pimas in central 
Arizona, the Papagos in the southern part of the territory, 
and the Uavahos and Tonto Apaches to the north. Men and 
youths were commonly slain; but women and children were 
brought home and adopted by the captor’s family or given 
to another family. Though these captives were thought of 
as being subservient, they often became well-re spected and 
loved, and stood a fair chance of becoming the social 
equals of their captors. Captives were never sold to other 
tribes, but were sold among the Coyoteros. If they were 
too old to absorb Apache culture, they were often used to 
care for the old and infirm.

The earliest account of a clash between Apaches and 
Americans occurred late in March of 1826. A party of 
American trappers led by Sylvester and James Pattie

17. Ibid., pp. 95-96



encountered a band of "Eiotaro" Apaches on the Gila River
in Arizona. Surprised and alarmed, the Indians fled into
the mountains. The Patties took pains to show themselves
friendly, but the Indians either could not, or would not,
understand the friendly overtures of the intruders. The
party proceeded west down the river, trapping along the
way. Several weeks later this same Apache band attacked
them. The Patties lost their horses and barely escaped

18with their lives.
In 1828 a band of trappers headed by Ewing Young, 

a famous frontiersman, while on their way from Taos, New 
Mexico, to the Colorado River for the purpose of hunting 
and trapping, were attacked by Apache Indians somewhere 
near the headwaters of the Salt River in Arizona. After 
a long, fierce fight, the trappers were beaten and com
pelled to return to Taos. Young enlisted a company of 
forty daring and experienced mountain men, and set out 
with the purpose, first, of visiting vengeance upon the 
Apaches who had broken up the previous undertaking, and 
second, of resuming his trapping operations. In April 
Young and his men left Taos and later in the White Mountain 
region came upon a group of Apache Indians. From ambush, 
the trappers killed fifteen Apaches and wounded many more.

18. Lockwood, The Apache Indians, pp. 67-68; James 
0. Pattie, The Personal Narrative of James 0. Pattie 
(Philadelphia, 1962), p. 6l.

10



Young and his party then turned to their trapping. The
Apaches continued to harass them, stealing their traps
and occasionally killing a horse or a mule. But the

19Indians mounted no attack.
20Because of Coyotero hostility and raiding.

Colonel B. L. Bonneville, commanding the Department of
New Mexico, made plans early in 1857 to launch a campaign
into their homeland. Informed that Coyotero bands were
encamped on the Gila River about thirty-five miles north
of Mount Graham in eastern Arizona, Bonneville moved his

21forces into the field in June. Lieutenant Colonel Dixon 
S. Miles, Third Infantry, led three companies of the First 
Dragoons, two of Mounted Rifles, and one battalion each of 
the Third and Eighth Infantry Regiments.

11

19. Lockwood, Apache Indians, pp. 69-70. Also 
see Joseph J. Hill, "Swing Young in the Fur Trade of the 
Far Southwest, l822-3Uin Oregon Historical Quarterly,
XXIV, 1923, 1-35. —

20. The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo ending the 
war with Mexico in 18^8 ceded New Mexico and Arizona to 
the United States. This gave the United States juris
diction over the Coyotero domain. In Article XI of the 
treaty, the United States agreed to patrol the border 
with a view to preventing Indian Incursions against 
Mexican soil. For any damage which invading Indians might 
commit on Mexican soil, the United States guaranteed to 
pay indemnity. The Treaty Between the United States and 
Mexico. (30th Congress, 1st session. Senate Executive 
Document No. 52) (Washington, I8I4.8), pp. 50-52.

21. Schroeder, "Western Apaches in the American 
Period Before i860," pp. 109-110.



Accompanied by Bonneville, Miles moved westward 
from Port Fillmore, New Mexico, and established a supply

12

base on the upper Gila River. On June 2?, Bonneville sent
22Miles down the Gila with a column of six hundred men.

Late that afternoon the troops struck a Coyotero encamp
ment and fought a three hour battle, defeating the Indians
and destroying large quantities of corn. Commenting later,

03Dr. Michael Stack, agent for the Southern Apache tribes, 
including the Coyoteros, regarded the campaign as unfortu
nate. He feared that the Coyoteros, whom he believed had

2knot attacked the New Mexico settlements, would retaliate. M" 
On September 2, after the fight with Miles, a 

Coyotero chief named Chino Pena and three companions 
visited Dr. Steck at the Indian Agency at Port Stanton,
New Mexico. A grand council of the Coyoteros had just been 
held, Pena said. After being in conference three days and 
three nights, the tribe unanimously sent him to ask for 
peace. He said he was spokesman for all the chiefs be
tween the Pinal and Mogollon Mountains, and that they would 
offer their mountains, waters, and food in exchange for

22. Robert M. Utley, Frontiersmen in Blue, The 
United States Army and the Indian, lbij.ti-lb63~"(New York, 
1967), pp. l#ilF6.

23. Dr. Michael Steck was Indian Agent for the 
Southern Apache tribes from 1854 to 1859.

24. Schroeder, "Western Apaches in the American 
Period Before i860,M p. 110.
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peace. Stack sent Chief Pena back to his people with the 
assurance that the Americans did not want any of their land 
but only peace. Stack warned that if depredations contin
ued, a stronger military force would be sent into their 
country. v

The effect of Bonneville’s campaign proved Steck’s 
fears unfounded. The Coyoteros had too much at stake, in
cluding extensive farms and large herds, to become involved 
in a war. On September 5, Stock wrote to Bonneville, con
gratulating him on the success of the expedition. The 
Indians had been taught a lesson they would not soon 
forget.

In late 1858, Steck reported to Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs Charles E. Mix that the Coyoteros had come 
from their homeland across the Rio Grande to visit his 
agency at Fort Thorn several times during the year, and 
that they had kept their promise of peace with the 
Americans. Although his agency had no regular contact with 
the Coyoteros, it was his opinion that a better under
standing could be reached with them if a general council 
could be held in their country. Presents and farm tools

25. Steck to James L. Collins, September 4., 1857, 
Steck Papers, File Box 2, Folder 5*

26. Steck to Colonel B. L. Bonneville, September 
5, 1857, Steck Papers, File Box 2, Folder 5*



also should be given them. Such a council, Steck predicted, 
would stop Coyotero depredations, which reportedly were 
taking place as far south as T u c s o n . ^7

Concerned over Apache depredations, the Office of
Indian Affairs late in 1858 sent Special Agent George Bailey
to investigate. After stopping at Port Yuma and Maricopa
Wells, and studying military reconnaissance reports, Bailey
stated that most of the Apache raids indeed were coming
from the area north of the Gila River. On returning with
their plunder from Mexico and the country east of Tucson,
the raiders by necessity followed the few water courses
through eastern Arizona. He felt that locating military
posts at the trail crossings would block the forays, and

28be cheaper than paying depredation claims.
Bailey’s report convinced the Interior Department 

that a decisive Indian policy regarding the Apaches was 
needed. President James Buchanan, with Indian problems 
of the Southwest in mind, suggested to Congress in December 
of 1858 that the protection and development of the Gadsden 
Purchase required that strong posts be constructed in 
Northern Sonora to cooperate with Port Buchanan, which had

27• Annual Report for August, 1858, Steck Papers, 
Pile Box 2, Folder 6.

28. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches. p. lj.1.



been established in Southern Arizona in 1856# The Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations favorably reported a bill,

30but the Senate defeated it in February, 1859•
Alarmed at the possibility of military control over 

the Apaches, Steck arranged to meet with the principal 
Coyotero chiefs. On January 22, 1859, at Santa Domingo 
Spring, located about seventy-five miles north of Fort 
Buchanan, he exhorted one hundred and eighty Coyoteros to 
stop their depredations into Mexico, stay north of the Gila, 
plant crops, and live in peace. The chiefs agreed to do so, 
and in return Steck promised to send them hoes to help in 
their planting. Shortly after the meeting, Steck wrote 
James L. Collins, Superintendent of Indian Affairs for New 
Mexico, that he believed the Coyoteros the most reliable, 
Apaches he had met.^

The following November Steck again met with the 
Coyoteros. Held at Pueblo Viejo, this council was attended

29. James D. Richardson, (ed.), A Compilation 
of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, 10 vols. 
"(New York, 1097), VII, 3o457~ Actually Buchanan wanted 
Mexican territory, either by purchase or by the creation 
of a protectorate of Mexico which might, in time, lead to 
the annexation of the northern provinces of Chihuahua and 
Sonora. Philip Klein, President James Buchanan, A 
Biography (University Park, Pennsylvania, 1962), p. 321.

30. Klein, James Buchanan, p. 322.
31. Steck to Collins, February 1, 1859, Steck 

Papers, File Box 2, Folder 8.
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32by 2,f>00 Indians. Their advanced state of agriculture

impressed him, and he immediately reported to Collins that 
the Coyoteros could be made wholly self-supporting if given 
tools, put on a reservation, and compelled to remain there. 
But the presence of two hundred hostile Pinal Apaches at 
the meeting gave him misgivings. Steck felt that the mili
tary force in New Mexico was insufficient to make the 
Coyoteros settle down. He therefore recommended the es
tablishment of a strong post in the San Simon Valley near 
the Gila River. He also advised against any further mili
tary expeditions, reasoning that they would cause retal-

33iations against the settlements.
The outbreak of the Civil War in 1861 and the 

withdrawal of federal troops from the Apache country pre
vented Stock's plan from being implemented. Military con
trol over the Indians also was temporarily forgotten. With 
the soldiers withdrawn, the Apaches literally took pos
session of the country, attacking all who dared to venture 
away from Tucson or Tubac. Finally, in May of 1862, the 
federal government reasserted its authority in Arizona, 
with the arrival of the California Column under General

32. Pueblo Viejo is near present day Safford,
Arizona.

33« Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 43»
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James H. Carleton.^ In September, at Santa Pe Carleton

3!?assumed command of the Department of New Mexico.
Miners flooding into the Prescott district in 

central Arizona, where mineral discoveries in 1863 had 
caused a boom, favored exterminating the ruthless Apaches, 
who had so long prevented the settlement and development 
of the territory. In l86ij., this sentiment was translated 
into action by a band of thirty Indian fighters led by King 
S. Woolsey, a prominent rancher, and enrolled as terri
torial militia. Throughout the year Woolsey and his men, 
rationed by Carleton, rampaged over the mountains drained 
by the Verde and Salt Rivers, destroying crops and slaying 
Indians.Carleton’s plan for fighting Indians was to 
blanket Arizona with numerous fast moving light columns of
soldiers, miners, and Indian allies, all aggressively seek-

37ing Apaches at the same time.
During these expeditions, several of which carried 

into their homeland, the Coyoteros apparently remained 
peaceful. In fact, one of their chiefs, Miguel, was in
vited to spend the winter of 1864 with General Carleton

34* Ibid., p. 45'
35* Ray C. Colton, The Civil War in the Western 

Territories (Norman, 1959), p. 118.
36. Utley, Frontiersmen in Blue, p. 256.
37. Ibid., p. 257.
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in Santa Fe. The following spring he returned to his
people and persuaded them to keep peace. In the fall of
l865>> Miguel again visited Carle ton. However, by this
time the newly created Arizona Territory had been separated
from New Mexico. In January of 1866 Arizona was attached

39to the Department of California.
In 1866, under the orders of General Irvin 

McDowell, departmental commander, a military reservation 
for the Coyoteros was established at Fort Goodwin on the 
Gila R i v e r M a j o r  James Gorman, the commanding officer, 
was urged to make the Indians self-supporting.^ Perhaps 
through Miguel's efforts the Coyoteros began moving down 
from the White Mountains to Fort Goodwin by April in ever 
increasing numbers.^ During the next two years, large 
numbers received rations of beef and flour at Goodwin, the 
greatest number fed at any one time being about 1,500. A 
farm was opened for their benefit, and Coyoteros hired to

38. Schroeder, “Western Apaches, 1862 to Reser
vation Times," pp. 1^7-1^8.

39♦ Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. £l.
40. Fort Goodwin was established on June 13, 1864*
41. Colonel Roger Jones to Major General R. B. 

Marcy, July 21, 1869, in Report of the Secretary of the 
Interior, 1869 (hereinafter referred to as R. S. I.) 
(Washington, 1869), p. 666.

42. Schroeder, "Western Apaches, 1862 to Reser
vation Times," pp. 147-148•
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work it. Everything was done to make the reservation a

43success.
Troubles began during 1868 when Coyoteros who were 

receiving rations at Fort Goodwin were blamed wrongly by
Micitizens of Arizona and Sonora for continued outrages.

Apache raids into northern Sonora were rare, but still
occurred. However, the Apaches could only steal a few head
of stock, because troops in Southern Arizona blocked the

li<river valleys to their mountain homes.
The Coyoteros at Fort Goodwin were openly blamed 

for the depredations. General T. C. Devin, commanding the 
District of Arizona, announced that rations would be with
held until those responsible were delivered to the post 
commander. Then in November, Devin informed the Coyoteros 
that no rations would be distributed until they surrendered 
as prisoners of war and were settled on a permanent reser
vation. The Coyoteros decided to leave Fort Goodwin. By 
January of 1869, however, they were reported to be con
cerned by the stoppage of rations and troop movements

43. Jones to Marcy, July 21, 1869, in R. S. I., 1869. p. 666. - - -
44* Charles A. Whittier to General J. B. Fry, in R. S. 1868, p. 601.
45* Schroeder, "Western Apaches, 1862 to Reser

vation Times," p. 155.
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against them, and indicated that they were ready to accept 
a permanent reservation,^

The Coyotero Apaches had tenaciously claimed pos
session of a vast territory filled with fabulous natural 
wealth. In this country they had roamed and raided, but 
this soon ended when the first Americans entered their 
homeland. After their defeat by Bonneville, they realized 
that they must live in peace with the Americans, and in 
councils with Dr. Stack, had promised to keep peace. Dur
ing the Civil War, the Coyoteros had repeatedly assured 
General Carleton of their peaceful intentions. Their 
experience on the military reserve near Port Goodwin had 
proved disappointing, but in 1869 they stood ready to 
accept a permanent reservation in their ancestral homeland.

46. Ibid., pp. 157-158.



THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A RESERVATION

The next two years, 1870-1871, saw the beginning of 
a new era for the Coyoteros. The military established a 
permanent reservation for the Indians where they were fed, 
clothed, and protected. It was impressed upon the Apaches 
that peace was the best condition in which to live and that 
they should settle on the reserve, plant crops, and become 
self-sustaining. If they refused to settle on the reser
vation, they would be treated as hostiles, pursued, and 
killed.

In early 1869, General E. 0. C. Ord, commanding 
the Department of California, announced he was revoking 
previous "temporizing policies." He ordered his commanders 
in Arizona to hunt down the Apaches as they would wild 
animals. Officers would be promoted in proportion to their 
success. But before campaigns could be launched, Ord wa
vered, then decided that the reservation and feeding system 
would be the most effective way of solving the Apache trou
bles. In line with Ord1s views. Major John Green, First 
Cavalry, commanding at Fort Goodwin, went north with one 
hundred and thirty men into the White Mountain country in 
July to attack the Coyoteros. He also wished to locate a

CHAPTER IX
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suitable reservation for the Coyoteros, and to select a 
site for an army post.1 2

Upon entering the southern part of the White 
Mountains# Green learned that the Coyotero villages had 
raised a large crop of corn. He decided not only to exter
minate as many Indians as possible, but also to burn the 

2crops. But before action could be taken, a Coyotero party
3came into Green's camp. In the group were C. E. Cooley

1. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 73-74* 
John Green was promoted to major. Tit Cavalry in 1868. He 
was a distinguished soldier and received a Medal of Honor 
for gallantry in action against hostile Modoc Indians at 
the Lava Beds, California, January 17, 1873. He retired
in November of 1889. For action in California he was 
brevetted brigadier general in 1890. William H. Powell,
List of Officers of the Army of the United States, 1779- 
1900 TtTew York, 1^00), pT~340.

2. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 74“75*
3* Corydon Eliphalet Cooley was a favorite scout 

and friend of General Crook. He was married to the daugh
ter of Chief Pedro, a chieftain of the Coyoteros. Cooley 
acquired a great deal of influence over the Coyotero 
Apaches. His efforts were consistently in the direction 
of bringing about a better understanding between the 
Indians and whites. Colonel H.-B. WharfieId, Apache Indian 
Scouts (privately published, 1964), p. 14 n. For further 
information, see the C. E. Cooley File, Arizona Pioneers' 
Historical Society, Tucson; and Colonel H. B. Wharfield, 
Cooley: Army Scout, Arizona Pioneer, Wayside Host, Apache
Friend (privately published, 19&6).
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and Henry Dodd,**" the Coyotero Chief Miguel, and a Mexican 
who lived with the Indians and acted as their interpreter. 
The white men stated they were prospecting for gold, and 
had come with Miguel from Fort Wingate, New Mexico. Miguel 
showed Green a letter of recommendation from the commander 
of that post. Colonel A. W. Evans.

Through the interpreter, Miguel told Green that he 
had never been at war with the whites, but as troops were 
now in his country, he wanted his people put on a reserva
tion where they could be protected. Green replied that if 
he wanted to make arrangements with the military he would 
have to go to Camp McDowell, at the junction of the Verde 
and Salt Rivers, and see General Devin, the district com
mander. Green also told Miguel that he was sending sev
eral officers and men to his village to make sure that 
Cooley and Dodd were not trading arms and ammunition with 
the Indians.

Green ordered Captain John Barry and a detachment 
of fifty men to accompany the party back to the village, 
which was located on the Rio Cariga. Believing that many 
of the Indians, if not all, had been guilty of marauding,

if.. Henry Wood Dodd served with the Colorado 
Volunteers in New Mexico during the Civil War. There he 
became acquainted with C. E. Cooley. They were associated 
together on several prospecting expeditions into Arizona, 
and also scouted for the Army out of Camp Apache. In 
February of 1878, Dodd was murdered by Navajo renegades. 
Wharfield, Cooley, pp. 10-11 n.
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Green suggested that Barry kill all the Indians in the 
village, but gave no positive orders. Barry was to be 
governed by circumstances.

On August 1, Barry returned to Green’s camp, on 
the White Mountain River, and reported that upon approach
ing Miguel’s village he saw a white flag flying from every 
hut and from every prominent point. The men, women, and 
children had come out to meet them, cut corn for their 
horses, and brought baskets of roasting e a r s A f t e r  
finding that Cooley and Dodd had nothing but provisions 
and implements, Barry had a long talk with Miguel. The 
officer indicated that he had come with the intention of 
destroying the village but had changed his mind. The chief 
should go immediately to Camp McDowell with Cooley and Dodd, 
and confer with General Devin about establishing a reserva- 
tion in the area.

Green became angry with Barry for not attacking 
7the Apaches. He relieved the captain of command and * 6

’’interesting scout among White Mountain 
Apaches," in R. S. I., 1869. pp. $kk-$k$»

6. Wharfield, Cooley, pp. 19-20. A different 
version of the incidents connected with Captain Barry’s 
trip appears in Thomas E . Parish's History of Arizona,8 vols• (San Francisco, 1915-1918)

7• "Scout among White Mountain Apaches," in 
R. S. I., 1869, p. 544.
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placed him under arrest. Fortunately, Barry was later

9exonerated and restored to duty.
As a result of this expedition. Green reported to 

the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that if Miguel and his 
Coyoteros were placed on a reservation, and had a military 
post nearby, they could form a nucleus for the civilization 
of the Apaches. The Coyoteros, if properly managed, he 
said, could be used against the hostile Apaches, and so end 
the war in a short time

In October of 1869, Green recommended to Ord that 
Camp Goodwin, because of its unhealthy environment, be 
abandoned and that a reservation for the Coyotero Apaches 
be located in their own country. At this time, under 
orders from General Ord, Green was preparing an expedition 
to find a practical wagon road from Fort Goodwin into that

4. 11country.
In early November Green left for the White 

Mountains to mark the wagon road. Upon returning, he 
suggested to Ord that a reservation be set up with the

8. Wharfield, Cooley, p. 21.
9* Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 75*

10. "Scout among White Mountain Apaches," in 
R. S, I., 1869, p. 545. Also see Ogle, Federal Control 
of the Apaches, p. 75.

11. Schroeder, "Western Apaches, 1862 to Reservation Times," p. I69.



Mogollon Range as the northern boundary. Black River on the
south. White Mountain on the east, and Carrizo Creek on the
west. This area could easily be controlled by a post,
which also could be a base for scouting against hostile 

12bands.
In the spring of 1870, after opening the road in

to the Coyotero country. Green on May 16 established Camp
13Ord at the road’s terminus on the White River. A pro

gram also was inaugurated to settle the Coyoteros near the 
new camp. Green now recommended to the Department of the 
Interior that a permanent reserve for the Coyoteros be 
established in the vicinity. The army would start the 
reservation, and it was hoped that the Office of Indian 
Affairs would assume control. General Ord supported 
Green’s plan as a final solution to the Coyotero troubles. 
He foresaw the lands permanently isolated, and the Indians 
forced to pursue agriculture. Such results, he thought, 
would strongly encourage the wilder bands to seek peace.
The only alternative was extermination.

26

12. Ibid., pp. 171-172.
13. The post was named in honor of General E. 0. 

C. Ord. On August 1 the post name was changed to Camp 
Mogollon for the Mogollon Mountains, and changed again
on September 12 to Camp Thomas for General George W. 
Thomas, the "Rock of Chickamauga." On February 2, 1871* 
the name was.changed to Camp Apache as a token of friend
ship to the Apaches. Ray Brandss, Frontier Military Posts 
of Arizona (Globe, i960), p. 10.
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The job of settling the Coyoteros fell to Green, 

who was well acquainted with both the Indians and their 
habitat. The Apaches, half-starved because a late frost 
had killed most of their crops, were eager to cooperate*"^ 
On July 1, 1870, the army counted 1,0^3 Coyoteros in the 
region near Camp Ord. There also were about two hundred 
at Port Goodwin, and another two to three hundred scat
tered in the mountains. The issuing of beef began imme
diately at Camp Ord to the famished Indians.

On July 7# Green wrote to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, suggesting that an agency be established 
at Camp Ord, and that an Indian Agent be assigned to the 
Coyoteros. He further stated that if the whites wished to 
settle the Apaches successfully, the reservation conditions 
must be attractive. As long as the hostile Indian was 
living better by marauding than the peaceful Indian by 
planting, there was little hope.^

In August, Governor A. P. K. Safford visited the 
Coyoteros at Camp Ord. He found them in very poor straits, 
possessing little or no stock, and depending principally

14« Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp.78-79.
15). Schroeder, "Western Apaches, 1862 to Reser

vation Times," p. 177.
16. Colonel John Green to E. S. Parker, July 7# 

I87O, Arizona Superintendency, Letters Received (herein
after referred to as AzLR), Roll Washington, Record 
Group 75), National Archives, 195)7.



on game and roots for food. However, they had been supplied 
with some seed corn, and were busily planting it. They were 
repairing their irrigating ditches, the construction of 
which exhibited much skill and labor. Governor Safford met 
with their chief, who expressed a great desire for peace•
The year previous, he told Safford, soldiers had passed 
through the country and destroyed their corn, and they had 
become convinced that it was for their own interest to live 
in peace with the whites. All that he desired was seed and 
food enough to prevent his people from starving until their 
crops ripened.

Safford declared he was convinced that peace with 
the Coyoteros was possible. However, to assure this con
dition, a good man was needed to take charge of and remain 
constantly in the midst of them, to encourage and aid them 
in agriculture and supply the necessities. Safford be
lieved that by this system of treatment, the Coyoteros

17could be made self-sustaining within one year.
In September, General George Stoneman, commanding 

the newly created Department of Arizona,met with three 
Coyotero chiefs at Camp Ord. He promised to do all he * 5

17. Governor A. P. K. Safford to Parker, August
5, 1870, AzLR, Roll 4.

18. On April 15, 1870, the War Department made 
Arizona and southern California a separate department.
Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 76.
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could for the Coyoteros if they would live in peace with the
whites. He would continue to authorize rations of meat and,
perhaps flour, if they would remain peaceful and assist the
troops in hunting down hostile Indians. He also promised
seed com, and hoped that they could raise enough grain and
vegetables to feed themselves. Lastly, Stoneman warned the
chiefs that if they did not behave themselves, stop steal-

19ing from posts and settlements, they would all be killed.
By December of 1870, about 2,000 Coyoteros were

camped in the vicinity of Camp Thomas, formerly Camp Ord,
20and engaged by the post in bringing in wood and hay.

Green reported that his principal aim was to keep the 
Indians employed during the winter, hoping this would in
duce them to plant more next spring. He stated that the 
Indians were paid for their work, the payment being in 
flour and corn. He had encountered one problem: his
charges were furnishing wood so fast that in a few days 
the post would have enough for the winter. When the 
Indians furnished hay, they brought in as much as fifteen 
tons in one day. The wood was broken off by hand or cut 
with worn out axes, and the hay was cut by knives. Most

19. J. H. Marion, Notes of Travel Through the 
Territory of Arizona, Being an Account of the Trip Made 
by General George Stoneman and Others in the Autumn of 
1670 (Tucson. 1965T."p . 28.

20. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 79*
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of the hay and wood was carried to the post on the backs of
21women and children.

Finally, on April 17, 1871, the War Department offi
cially set apart an extensive area of land around Camp 
Apache, formerly Camp Thomas, as a military reservation.
This region was to be known as the Camp Apache or White 
Mountain Reservation. It was hoped that in time all the 
branches of the Apache Indians living in Arizona would be 
induced to settle on the reservation. General Stoneman 
directed all government officials in Arizona to disseminate 
this information among the Indians, and also to make them 
understand they must go to the reservation, or they would 
be treated as hostiles and pursued and punished whenever 
found. Green was assigned the control and supervision of
all the Indians on the Camp Apache Reservation. No Indian

22was to leave the reservation without permission.
On May 15> Green reported to the Assistant Adjutant 

General that a band of Coyoteros had fled the reservation 
after attacking the post herd, killing one herder, and 
driving off ten horses and twelve mules. He did not know 
what caused the outbreak but believed the recent Camp Grant

21. Green to Assistant Adjutant General (herein
after referred to as AAG), December 31, 1870, AzLR, Roll Ij..

22. General Field Order No. 2, April 17, 1871, AzLR, Roll !(..
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Massacre to the south had something to do with it. On 
May 23# the officer added that most of the Coyoteros had 
remained on the reservation and were still planting their 
crops. From all the information he could gain, the Indians 
who had left the reserve had gone south to join Cochise.^"

25On August 12, General George Crook, newly ap
pointed commander of the Department of Arizona, visited 
Camp Apache. He found the Coyoteros hard at work culti
vating corn. He had several interviews with Miguel and the 
other chiefs who came in to see him, and explained to them 
his views. He had not come to make war. Peace was the

23. Green to AAG, May 16, 1871, AzLR, Roll l*..
On April 10, I87I, under the leadership of William S.
Oury and three other prominent citizens of Tucson, a 
band of lij.0 Americans, Mexicans and Papagos attacked a 
sleeping camp of Apache prisoners at Camp Grant. This is 
known as the Camp Grant Massacre. James R. Hastings,
"The Tragedy at Camp Grant in 1871,” Arizona and the West, 
I, No. 2 (Summer, 1959), 146-160.

24. Green to AAG, May 23, I87I, AzLR, Roll 4.
25* On June 4> 1871, General George Crook was 

appointed commander of the Department of Arizona. His 
reputation as an Indian fighter, and his plan to force 
the Indians onto reservations, where they would have to 
work for a living, won for him the confidence and respect 
of the citizens of Arizona. Crook remained in command 
until March 22, 1875, when he was sent to the Department 
of the Platte. In September of 1882, he returned to 
Arizona and commanded until April of 1886. For further 
information, see Martin F. Schmitt (ed.). General George 
Crook: His Autobiography (Norman, i960); John G. Bourke,
On the Border With Crook (Columbus, 1950); Dan L. Thrapp, 
Conquest of Apacheria (Norman, 1967); and Linda Weldy 
Bahm, "General Crook's Administration in Arizona, 1871-75" 
(M. A. thesis. University of Arizona, 1966).
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best condition in which to live, and he hoped that those
present would see that peace was not only preferable, but
essential, not for themselves alone, but for the rest of
their people as well. So long as the Coyoteros behaved
themselves, they would receive the fullest protection of 

26the troops. Crook also got the chiefs to join in his
plans for subduing the hostiles. He wanted them to furnish
a number of their men to serve as scouts and act in con-

27junction with the troops. The scouts would be soldiers
pOand receive the same pay and allowances. 0 a  company of 

scouts was soon organized at Camp Apache and put under 
the command of Captain Guy V. Henry, Third Cavalry.2^

Before leaving the Camp Apache Reservation, Crook 
ordered all the friendly Indians there to go to the post 
at Camp Apache. They would enroll their names, and receive 
and carry with them a corresponding description taken from 
this roll. There would be no mistake in the future as to 
who were friends and who were enemies of the military.

26. Bourke, On the Border With Crook, pp. 142-II4.3•
27» Schmitt, George Crook, pp. 165-166.
28. General George Crook to Adjutant General 

(hereinafter referred to as AG), September 1, 1871, AzLR, 
Roll For further information, see Dan L. Thrapp, A1 
Sieber, Chief of Scouts (Norman, I96I4.).

29• Schmitt, George Crook, p. 166.
30. Crook to AG, September 1, 1871, AzLR, Roll if.
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Meanwhile, in Washington there was a growing con

viction that war as a method of Indian control was futile,
31and that a pacific policy should be tried. In the early 

part of 1871, Congress was induced to appropriate $70,000 
to collect the Apache Indians of Arizona and New Mexico on 
reservations, furnish them with subsistence and other nec
essary articles, and promote peace and civilization among

•a?them. The Board of Indian Commissioners sent Vincent 
33Colyer, as a special commissioner, to visit the Apache 

country. Late in May, the Department of the Interior spe
cifically instructed him to cooperate with the military in 
locating the Apaches upon the White Mountain Reservation. 
Moreover, he was allowed one-half of the recent appropria
tion to effect the task. To insure harmonious cooperation.

31. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 88.
32. The Board of Indian Commissioners was organ

ized in June of I869. Its duties were to supervise the 
purchase and transportation of annuity goods, and audit of 
the accounts of the Office of Indian Affairs. Members of 
the commission also visited the different tribes and coun
seled with the chiefs and agents. They frequently escorted 
parties of Indians to the East, investigated, reported, and 
publicized the cruelties committed by white persons against 
the tribesmen, and recommended needed changes and improve
ments in the service. They championed Indian rights 
throughout the nation. The commission became at once a 
dominant force in determining the Indian policy of the 
government. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 86.

33. Vincent Colyer was a Quaker and an ardent 
friend of the Indian and a believer in his inherent good
ness. He was Secretary of the Board of Indian Commission
ers. Lockwood, Apache Indians, p. 183.
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the War Department directed Crook to afford Colyer every 
facility in his power for the accomplishment of the ob
ject.^

Colyer reached Camp Apache on September 2. Colonel
Green was very enthusiastic about the peace plan, and the
Coyoteros living near the post seemed ready to accept it.
The Indians welcomed Colyer, and well might they, for a
consignment of $2,000 worth of beef, corn, and clothing
that he had ordered for them had just arrived. Within a
few days, some lj.00 Coyoteros gathered at the post, making

35>peace overtures. On September 5 Colyer designated the 
military reservation in the White Mountains as one of the 
civil reservations upon which the Apache Indians of Arizona 
could be collected, fed, clothed, and p r o t e c t e d . T h e  
boundaries of the reservation were to be similar to those 
recommended by Green in 1869.

The new reservation offered much for the Indians. 
Here were grass-covered slopes, excellent for grazing; 
numerous streams; an abundance of wild game; and fertile 
valleys, ideal for agricultural purposes which furnished a

34• Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 89.
35. Ibid., p. 91.
36. Vincent Colyer to Green, September 5, I87I, 

in R. S. I., 1871, pp. 499-500. Also see Vincent Colyer, 
Peace Tfat'K the Apaches of Hew Mexico and Arizona 
^Washington, 1872).
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natural means of sustenance. Material for building--pine, 
cedar, oak, and stone— was at hand. The mountains and 
canyons provided a suitable barrier between the Indians 
and white settlements. Furthermore, the location necessi
tated no radical changes in habitat or mode of life for the 
Coyoteros.

On September 7 Colyer held a peace council with the 
Apache chiefs. Green explained that Colyer had been in
structed by the great council (Congress) to feed and clothe 
them as long as they remained at peace and upon the reserva
tion; if they went off the reservation they were liable to 

37be killed. The chiefs, after insisting upon the immediate 
distribution of provisions and requesting that their beef be 
delivered on hoof so that they could get the hides and 
tallow, agreed to comply with the government*s demands.
After the council, the newly arrived boxes of clothing were 
opened and placed in charge of Green's wife, a warm friend 
of the Indians, for distribution. She arranged the Apaches 
in bands and families and apportioned to three hundred and 
sixty-two persons suits of good clothing. When they had

37. Ibid., p. 467.
38. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 91.
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received their presents, the Coyoteros departed to their

39villages, happy and grateful.
On November 7, Secretary of the Interior Columbus 

Delano recommended that President Ulysses S. Grant desig
nate the Camp Apache or White Mountain Reservation a for
mal reservation for the settlement of Apaches. Delano 
further suggested that the War Department select a suit
able and discreet officer to act as Indian agent until the 
Indian Bureau could appoint an agent. On November 9, 
President Grant ordered Secretary of War W. W. Belknap to 
carry out the recommendations of Secretary Delano.

The past two years had been a period of wavering 
between two conflicting policies: the reservation system
advocated by the government in Washington, and the extermi
nation policies of the white population in Arizona. During 
this time, the White Mountain region had been explored by 
the army and found suitable for a reservation. The mili
tary had established both a post and a reserve in the area, 
and had assumed management of the Coyoteros in the vicinity. 
The Indians had been induced to move upon the reservation 
where they had planted crops and worked for the army.

39. Colyer to Green, September 5# 1871, in 
R. S. I., 1871, pp. 466-467.

40. Executive Orders Relating to Indian 
Reservations, 1655-1912 (Washington, 1912), p. 9*



Those Apaches who had refused to settle on the reservation 
had been pursued and punished. When it was finally decided 
that the reservation system was the best method for Indian 
control, the Camp Apache Reservation had been designated 
a formal civilian reserve for the Apaches.



CHAPTER III

THE RESERVATION BEGINS OPERATION

The military made valiant efforts to make the Camp 
Apache Reservation a success. Orders were issued for the 
governing of Indians in the Arizona Territory. Also, the 
federal government sent General 0. 0. Howard to the Indian 
country to take measures to maintain peace and execute the 
policies of the government. It was during Howard’s visit 
to Camp Apache that control of the reservation was taken 
from the military and put in the hands of civilian Indian 
agents. This action began a long, drawn out dispute be
tween the civilian agents and the military authorities for 
control of the Indians on the reservation.

On November 21, 1871, General J. M. Schofield, 
commanding the Division of the Pacific, sent instructions 
to Crook regarding the governing of all Apaches subject 
to military control in Arizona. All roving bands were to 
go at once to the newly created reservations. As long as 
they remained near the agencies, they would be fully pro
tected and adequately rationed; otherwise they would be 
regarded as hostile and punished accordingly. Every male 
Indian old enough to go on the warpath was to have his 
name enrolled in a book, with a full and accurate

38
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description of each, person. The women and children in his 
family were to be recorded opposite his name. If necessary, 
once a day, or more often, a check would be made on the 
reservation of every male adult. This was to prevent the 
possibility of any leaving the reservation and returning 
without the knowledge of the Indian agent."**

As far as possible, the Indians would be held re
sponsible only for their own individual acts. The tribe 
would not be punished for the acts of individuals, unless 
they were guilty of complicity with criminals or harboring 
renegades. If any Indian was found absent from the reser
vation without permission, his family would be arrested 
and kept in close custody until he had been captured and 
punished. Only persons in the United States service would 
be allowed upon the reservations without the permission of 
the army officer in charge. Citizens desiring to enter or 
cross a reservation for a legitimate purpose would, if 
deemed practicable and proper, be escorted over the Indian 
domain by a detachment of troops to prevent a possible 
collision.

Daily rations for each adult Indian would include 
one pound of meat and one pound of breadstuff. Two quarts 
of salt would be issued with each hundred rations, and

1. Orders of Major General J. M. Schofield, in 
R. S. I., 1871, p. 510.
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four pounds of soap to a hundred rations once a week. Half 
rations were to be issued to children under twelve. Beef 
would be handed over on the hoof, with an army officer 
supervising the slaughtering and distribution among the 
separate bands and families. This officer was to take ut
most care to see that rations were issued only to the 
Indians actually present, and that no opportunity be af
forded for the barter of provisions for arms, ammunition, 
whiskey, or other items. General Crook, commanding in 
Arizona, was to announce a deadline for Indians to come 
in to the reservations, and then take the field against 
the recalcitrants and force them to submit to reservation 
life. Full authority was conferred on Crook to take such
measures as might be needed to carry out these in- 

2structions.
On February 7> 1872, Crook sent word to the 

Coyotero bands that they must be on the Camp Apache Reser
vation by February l£. After this date, no Apache absent 
from the reserve would be received except as a prisoner 
of war. Crook, however, was cautioned by Schofield to 
"prevent as far as possible collision between the troops 
and Indians in Arizona." The Adjutant General had informed 2

2. Ibid., p. £11
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Schofield that lack of funds for conducting an expensive 
war dictated this decision.

With Crook temporarily detained from moving into 
the field. President Grant and Secretary of Interior Delano 
in March sent General 0. 0. Howard, who was experienced in 
Indian diplomacy, to the Southwest, with instructions to 
take whatever steps he deemed necessary to maintain peace 
and secure the execution of government policy, and to 
persuade the Apaches to go upon reservations in Arizona 
and Hew Mexico. Admonished to confer and cooperate with 
the military, Howard was also directed to persuade as many 
chiefs as possible to return with him to Washington for a 
peace conference.^

On May 29, General Howard arrived at the Camp 
Apache Reservation, and received a warm welcome from Major 
A. J. Dallas, Twenty-third Infantry, now commanding at the 
post and serving as Indian agent.^ Despite the disagree
ments existing among the eight hundred Coyoteros on the 
reservation, Howard had no trouble bringing them together 
to discuss terms of peace. The chiefs agreed to stop going 3 4

3. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 
102-103• Also see John A. Carpenter, Sword and Olive 
Branch (Pittsburgh, 1964)•

4. Major A. J. Dallas succeeded Green as commander 
of the military post. Dallas became a Major in the 23rd 
Infantry on February 22, 1869. He retired on June 27,
1884. He died on July 19, 1892. Powell, List of 
Officers, p. 2?0.



on raids, and to aid the army in looking for Indian thieves
and murderers. When Howard left, he took three Coyotero
chiefs, Miguel, Pedro, and Es-pel-to-as-la, with him^ to

6confer with high officials in Washington.
Howard's delegation reached Washington on June 22,

and spent three weeks in the capital city. In addition to
conferring with President Grant and Secretary of the
Interior Delano, the Indians visited public buildings, the
navy yard, and the arsenal, where the large guns impressed 

7them. Leaving Washington on July 10, the delegation 
journeyed to New York City, where they made a public 
appearance, telling the audience that they had decided

Q
to accept the white man's way of life.

Deciding peace with the Apaches would never be 
successful unless Cochise were included. President Grant 
directed Howard to return to the Apache country on a second 
mission of peace. Howard reached Camp Apache on August 11 * 6 7 8

£>• There were two Pimas, one Papago chief, and two 
Date Creek Indians in the Indian peace delegation. General 
0. 0. Howard, My Life and Experiences Among Our Hostile 
Indians (Hartford, 1907)', p. 16^.

6. Report of General 0. 0. Howard, in Annual 
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 
TB72 (hereinafter referred to as R. C, I. A.) (Washington, 
1572), p. 156.

7. Howard, My Life and Experiences, p. 175•
8. Ibid., p. 178.
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with the chiefs, and found the Coyoteros restless and on 
the verge of an outbreak.^ The War Department, because of 
a quarrel with the Department of the Interior, had cut off 
rations to the Indians. Howard immediately made provision 
for sixty days, and placed Dr. Milan Soule, the post sur
geon, in charge of the Coyoteros. Howard reported to 
Herman Bendell, Arizona Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 
that Soule was a man of the highest character and intelli
gence, had considerable experience with the Indians as a 
physician, and that they loved and trusted him. He recom
mended that Soule's services be retained as long as pos
sible.9 10

The Coyoteros readily accepted Soule's supervision. 
They behaved well and worked very energetically during the 
growing season of 1872, and at harvest time they sold more 
than 80,000 pounds of corn and fodder to the array at Camp 
Apache. At peace among themselves and satisfied with their 
new agent, the only dangers that threatened the Coyoteros 
as the year closed arose from Crook's campaign against 
hostile Apaches in the White Mountain region.

9. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 106.
10. Dallas to editor, in Tucson Arizona Citizen, 

August 2i|., 1872; Howard's Report, p. 175; Ogle, Federal 
Control of the Apaches, p. 106.



On November 1$, Captain W. H. Brown, Crook’s 
Adjutant General, arrived at Camp Apache from Prescott.
He bore orders stating that within ten days all the 
Coyoteros were to move to within one mile of the army post. 
Daily musters would begin and any Indian found beyond the 
one mile limit, even with a pass from the agent, was to be 
treated as hostile. Every Indian failing to conform after 
a reasonable time would be considered a prisoner of war."^ 
Brown also informed the chiefs that General Crook wanted 
Coyotero scouts to aid him in his campaigns against their 
warlike neighbors. Miguel told Brown that he and his peo
ple were willing to go and fight any hostile Indians or 
those who had broken their peace treaty, but under no cir
cumstances would they fight the Indians living on the Camp 
Apache Reservation.

Soule tried to persuade the Coyoteros to submit to 
the military restraint, telling them it was for their own 
safety and that the restrictions would be of short dura
tion. Soule, however, believed that under the circumstances 
it was extremely doubtful that the Indians would stay with
in this contracted area for any length of time, as they 
recently had been told by General Howard that so long as 
they remained at peace they were safe and at liberty to go 
anywhere on the reservation.

11. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 111-
112



If Crook’s order was enforced for an undue length
of time, the Coyoteros would become restless. They had
not finished gathering their corn, and felt it would be
destroyed if no one was there to watch it. The same held
true in regard to the stock. One band with twenty-three
head, some with young, feared all would be killed by wild
beasts if not watched. Moreover, there was little grass
within the area on which the Indians were restricted, and

12it would be impossible to keep the various herds apart.
Crook’s aim in this drastic order was to protect 

the Coyoteros and prevent the less docile bucks from join
ing neighboring hostile groups. Yet, it left the bands 
exposed to punishment, even though they actually remained 
within the boundaries of the reservation. It also left 
them under exclusive military control, except in the case 
of issues. This was a test that tried the Indians severely,
but they conformed cheerfully. By late December, they were

13allowed to move as far as ten miles from the post.
In November of 1872 Dr. Soule informed Francis J. 

Walker, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, that he was being 
transferred to the Department of California. He hoped that

12. Milan Soule to Herman Bendell, November 17, 
1872, AzLR, Roll 5.

13. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 111-
112



an agent would be sent to Camp Apache to relieve him as soon 
as possible. Great care should be taken in the selection of 
his successor, for the Coyoteros had lost confidence in the 
whites since they had been placed under military re
straint.

According to Grant’s "Peace Plan," Indian agents in 
Arizona were to be civilians nominated by the Dutch Reformed 
Church. Should the agent fail to maintain peace, the mili
tary would step in to enforce obedience. In the case of a 
complete breakdown of authority, an army officer was tempo
rarily to assume the duties of the agent. The Dutch 
Reformed Church was handicapped from the start because of 
the lack of frontiersmen available for nomination. Church 
officials fully agreed with Arizona Governor A. P. K. 
Safford that an agent’s religious views had little to do 
with his ability to manage savage and erratic Indians, but 
they also knew that their organization would be held 
accountable for their appointees’ moral conduct. There
fore, they nominated Eastern men whose reputations were 
fully established."*"^

llj.# Soule to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
November 28, 1872, AzLR, Roll 6.

15. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 120-
121.
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James E. Roberts, of Cincinnati, Ohio, was ap

pointed agent to the Camp Apache Reservation. On January 
21, 1873, Roberts arrived and took charge of the agency 
from Soule.^ He came to Camp Apache with the intentions 
of serving the government in the best manner possible, and 
he was eager to learn all he could about the Apaches. But 
Roberts came to a reservation dominated by the military, 
and which was caught between those who preferred using 
peaceful means to persuade Apaches to go upon reservations, 
and the war faction who believed that the Apaches could 
only be subdued by force. During the past year, two con
flicting policies had been initiated at Camp Apache, one 
by Howard and the other by Crook. The Indians, bewildered 
by all of this, were irritated at the government's in
consistency. Ahead lay a year of frustrations for the 
new agent at Camp Apache.

16. James Roberts to Bendell, June k, 1873,
AzLR, Roll 9.



CHAPTER IV

JAMES ROBERTS * TROUBLED REGIME

James Roberts spent his tenure at the Camp Apache 
Reservation attempting to implement Grant's peace plan and 
improve agency operations. He also tried to make the 
Indians self-supporting. At one point Roberts found him
self fighting against a scandal which threatened his job. 
General Crook had ordered military officers to work in 
harmony with the civil agents, but at Camp Apache the mili
tary virtually controlled the reserve, and Agent Roberts 
found it almost impossible to carry out his duties

When Roberts arrived at Camp Apache in January of 
1873 he found no agency buildings, except one storeroom, 
and no funds to build an agency. In fact, he had to depend 
upon Major George M. Randall, commander at the post, for 
shelter. In a letter to J. M. Ferris, corresponding sec
retary of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Dutch 
Reformed Church, written a few days after his arrival, 
Roberts requested that he notify Commissioner Francis J« 
Walker of the need of constructing an agency building. 
Roberts also urged Walker to furnish him two mules or

1. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 119.
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horses and an ambulance. The reservation was very large.
In order to supervise the planting of crops, he must have 
a conveyance so he could visit all the bands. If any farm
ing was to be done that season, he would also need seed,

2hoes, spades, shovels, and axes.
From the time of his arrival, Roberts felt that if 

the Coyoteros could support themselves they would be less 
likely to go to war. The first thing he did was to pro
cure from a local herder the fourteen head of cattle that 
General Howard had promised Pedro and Miguel when he vis
ited them the year before. Roberts also requested and
received permission to purchase one hundred sheep for the 

3Coyoteros.
Roberts told Indian Commissioner Edward P. Smith 

that the Indians would become civilized just as soon as 
they became "lovers of money." For them to get money, he 
suggested that the military department purchase all corn, 
beans, hay, and wood they might have to sell. The War 
Department evidently liked this idea, for on September 
16, 1873, the Adjutant General ordered General Schofield 
to purchase all the hay and grain raised on the 2 3

2. J. M. Ferris to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
March 12, 1873, AzLR, Roll 8.

3. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 127; 
Roberts to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, July 13, 1873; 
AzLR, Roll 8.
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reservations in Arizona. Contractors were to buy as much 
as practicable from the Indians. Roberts believed that 
this arrangement would stop government contractors from 
bringing on the reserve "worthless Mexicans," who the 
agent had to watch to keep them from selling liquor and 
ammunition to the Indians.^

Roberts1 plan brought a storm of protest from 
Arizona contractors. However, even greater a threat was 
Roberts' suggestion to Secretary of Interior Delano in 
March that contracts be let in Santa Fe instead of San 
Francisco. Supplies from Santa Fe, he said, could be fur
nished at less cost and delivered in much less time than 
those from San Francisco. Early delivery was especially 
important in the case of agricultural implements and seeds 
for spring use; if shipped from San Francisco they would 
not arrive until the next fall.'* If Roberts' suggestion 
had been carried out. New Mexicans would have gained con
trol of the trade at Camp Apache. Tucson contractors would 
not permit this.

In September, Roberts took steps to prove to the 
Coyoteros that he could be a firm disciplinarian. He had * 5

if. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, pp. 127- 
128; Roberts to Smith, August lif, 1$73> AzLR, Roll 8.

5. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 128; 
Ferris to Columbus Delano, April 11, 1873> AzLR, Roll 8.



the array put two chiefs in the guard house for not bringing 
in their men to be counted on ration day, for harboring 
stolen stock, and for allowing their men to leave the reser
vation on raids and not reporting it. Roberts also ordered 
six Coyotero bands to move within four miles of the agency 
and live. Here they would be counted by an army officer
every day. He did this as a punishment for not planting

6more corn, and for not taking care of the stock.
Roberts attributed these violations of reservation

rules to a San Carlos chief who had visited Camp Apache and
told the Coyoteros that they were no better than dogs. At 

7San Carlos they did as they pleased and did not have to be 
counted to get their rations. The agent had ordered the 
San Carlos Indian back to his own reserve. At this time, 
there were also rumors that white men were trying to ex-

Q
cite the Coyoteros.

6. Roberts to Smith, September 11, 1873, AzLR,Roll 8.
7• General 0. 0. Howard in May of 1872 designated 

a large area, to be known as the San Carlos Reservation, 
contiguous to and directly south of the White Mountain 
Reservation as a future home for all the bands collected 
at Camp Grant. In February of 1873, 1,500 Camp Grant 
Indians were transferred to San Carlos. Late in October 
of 1873, Commissioner Smith ordered Roberts to combine the 
San Carlos and Camp Apache Agencies and assume control of 
the entire reservation. Ogle, Federal Control of the 
Apaches, pp. 10£, 139, lij-l; Roberts to Smith, November 
lW, 1873, AzLR, Roll 8.

8. Roberts to Smith, September 11, 1873, AzLR,
Roll 8.
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On September 20, Roberts reported to Commissioner 

Smith that several Coyotero chiefs had called upon him.
They declared that they had not been off the reservation 
since they had made peace with the whites, and that they 
had always informed him of what was going on. There were 
some bad Indians who would, when given a chance, slip off 
and steal, but the chiefs were endeavoring to put a stop
to the thieving. They promised to turn over any Indians

9found stealing.
By December it was reported that the eastern part 

of the White Mountain Reservation held rich mineral de
posits. A party of prospectors, led by Robert Metcalf, 
had chanced upon copper ore in this region, and had ridden 
east to Las Cruces, New Mexico, where Metcalf had pre
vailed on Henry Lesinsky, a merchant, to invest in the
discovery. Lesinsky had decided to enter into the copper

10mining venture. When it became apparent that this mine 
was on the Camp Apache Reservation, attempts were made by 
Governor Safford, Surveyor General John Wasson, and Terri
torial Delegate Richard C. McCormick to have the Camp 
Apache Reservation boundaries changed to exclude the

9. Roberts to Smith, September 20, 1873, AzLR,
Roll 8.

10. Floyd S. Fierman, "Jewish Pioneering in the 
Southwest," Arizona and the West, IX, No. 1 (Spring, I960), 
60. "



valuable land. On December 1, Lesinsky himself circulated
a petition among miners in Arizona and New Mexico, pointing
out the need to have the reservation reduced and the Bonito
River made its eastern boundary. On April 20, 1874#
Roberts was asked by Commissioner Smith for his views on

13reducing the reservation. Instead of complying, Roberts 
spent the next two months in Tucson conferring with 
Attorney General Louis C. H u g h e s . I n  July, he finally

15sent a recommendation that the boundaries be changed.
Roberts' delay in replying drew him into a con

troversy which nearly cost him his position. On July 14, 
Surveyor General Wasson wrote a letter to Commissioner 
Smith, charging that Roberts, in collusion with Hughes,

!!• Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 130; 
Safford to Delano, November 26, l8?3, AzLR, Roll 8; Tucson 
Arizona Citizen, November 8, 22, 1873.

12. John Wasson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
December 1, 1873, AzLR, Roll 11; Henry Lesinsky to Smith, 
December 1, 1873, AzLR, Roll 11.

13. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 130; 
Smith to Roberts, April 20, 1074, AzLR, Roll 11.

14. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 130.
l^. Roberts to Smith, July 1, 1874, AzLR, Roll 11. 

Instead of sending a telegram direct from Tucson, Roberts 
returned to Camp Apache and by mail sent one, dated July 1, 
to Dr. R. A. Wilbur of Tucson, to transmit to Commissioner 
Smith. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 131-n. On 
July 21, 1874, an executive order restored to public domain 
all that portion of the White Mountain Reservation lying 
east of the Bonito River. Executive Orders Relating to 
Indian Reservations, p. 10.
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had attempted to extort money from Lesinsky and E. M.
Pearce, another mine owner in the disputed area. Wasson 
quoted Hughes as telling Lesinsky that it would not be 
safe to oppose Roberts. The agent had a great deal of 
influence, and at any time could evict the miners from the 
reservation."^

The charge of extortion was made public on July
25 in the Tucson Arizona Citizen. Wasson printed pertinent

17correspondence concerning the scandal. Roberts, in a 
letter to Smith, denied the accusations and demanded an 
official investigation. He declared that he had been 
thrust into a plot designed to bring about his removal.

On August 8, John Titus, former territorial chief 
justice, wrote Smith about the Roberts matter. There was 
an attempt in Tucson, he said, to remove Roberts, not be
cause of any demerit on his part, but because he was honest, 
capable, faithful and fearless. Roberts was fighting those 
who hoped to control the mercantile concerns on the Camp

16. Wasson to Smith, July li]., 1874; AzLR, Roll 11.
17• Wasson, who was also editor of the Tucson 

Arizona Citizen, published letters written by Lesinsky and 
Pearce bringing extortion charges against Hughes, and a 
letter Hughes wrote to Lesinsky.

18. Roberts to Smith, August 6, 1874; AzLR,
Roll 11
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Apache Reservation, and make large gains by furnishing in-

19adequate supplies and making fraudulent overcharges.
On August 28, Secretary of the Interior Delano

instructed Smith to send J. W. Daniels, a United States
Indian Inspector, to Arizona to make a full investigation 

20of the matter. On December 2, Daniels reported that he 
could find no evidence directly implicating Roberts, but 
he believed the letters Wasson printed, as well as the 
alleged conversations in which Roberts was reportedly in
volved, were sufficient grounds for the charges of extor- 

21tion. Smith in December informed Roberts that unless he
could explain his delay in correspondence concerning the
reservation reduction he must resign. However, neither
Roberts nor the Indian Bureau apparently took further ac-

22tion, for Roberts remained as agent at Camp Apache.
Meanwhile, the Coyoteros had spent the spring of 

1874 digging five miles of ditches to open three hundred

19• John Titus to Smith, August 8, 1874, AzLR, 
Roll 12. Smith paid little attention to this letter, for 
he believed Titus was also involved in the extortion 
attempt. Ogle, Federal Control, of the Apaches, p. 131 n.

20. Delano to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
August 28, 1874# AzLR, Roll 11.

21. J. W. Daniels to Smith, December 2, l874> 
AzLR, Roll 10.

22. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p.
131 n.



acres of land near.the agency for farming. This was a for
tunate project, for it was scarcely finished when General
Crook ordered that no farming would be allowed except near 

23the army post. The military also began to interfere in 
reservation operations.

On July 2 Major Randall directed that all Indians 
desiring passes thereafter must get them from the post com
mander. Any Indian who did not have such permission, even
if he carried a pass issued by the agent, would be pun- 

2kished.^" Roberts immediately requested that Smith send a 
special commissioner to investigate army interference at 
his agency. The military held secret councils with the 
chiefs, he said, without first notifying him or even let
ting him know why the councils were being held. Also, the 
military recognized new chiefs whenever they felt like it 
without consulting him. Major Randall compelled the 
Indians to come to the post every five days to be counted, 
taking this responsibility away from the agent. The 
Indians told him that when General Howard was there, he 
assured them they would have an agent, and that they must 
listen to him and obey his orders. The Indians were now

23. Roberts to Smith, August 31, 1874* In 
R. CJ. JE. A., 1874» PP* 286-28?; Ogle, Federal Control 
of the Apaches, p. 129•

?)|. F. L. Dodge, Post Adjutant, to Roberts,
July 2, 1874, AzLR, Roll 11.
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asking how they could serve two masters. If they disobeyed
the military, they would be punished.

The officers claimed that General Crook had full
control over all Indians and agencies in Arizona. If this
was true, Roberts said, he could see no use of having an

22agent. Moreover, the Indians had been made to understand
that they must rely on the military to satisfy their 

26needs. Added to this was the difficulty he had disarming 
and controlling his charges as a result of the whiskey 
brought onto the reservation by the post t r a d e r . W i t h  
the military regarding him as "nothing more or less than 
a commissary sergeant,11 the peace plan could never be 
successful. Roberts fears were well-founded. In September
of 1874, the military assumed control over the issuance of
, . 28rations.

On September 1, Roberts requested Smith to furnish 
the agency with machinery necessary to build a mill for the 
purpose of sawing lumber and grinding corn. The military 
had a steam saw mill, but it was impossible to get a foot

2£. Roberts to Smith, July 4, 1874, AzLR, Roll 11. 
26. Roberts to Smith, July 20, 1874# AzLR, Roll 11. 
27* Roberts to Smith, September lf?> 1874* AzLR,

Roll 11.
28. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 129; 

Roberts to Smith, July 6, 1874# AzLR, Roll 11; Ferris to 
Smith, September 25, 1874# AzLR, Roll 10; Roberts to Smith, 
August 31, 1874, in R. C. I. A., 1874# P. 28?.

27
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of lumber or even a slab from them. On several occasions 
while the mill was idle, he had asked for permission to 
run it, saying he would pay all the expenses, but his re
quests had always been refused. Roberts believed that if 
the agency had its own mill, comfortable houses could be 
built for the Indians, their planting grounds fenced, their
corn ground, and other buildings needed at the agency e- 

29rected. Secretary of the Interior Delano approved
Roberts request, but the machinery was never sent for lack 

30of funds.
On October 12, Inspector Daniels reported to Smith 

that the conflict between the civil and military control of 
the Coyoteros could not be settled. The authorities in 
Washington would have to intervene. The discretionary 
powers given the military were not exercised with the leni
ency that was best calculated to keep the peace and insure 
confidence among the Indians. Major Randall told him that 
the ill feeling existing between himself and Roberts was a 
personal matter, and he could not allow Roberts to have 
control over the Indians. Daniels was satisfied that from 
the condition of things at the Agency and the fear that

29# Roberts to Smith, September 1, 1874, AzLR,
Roll 11.

30. Delano to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
November 19, 1874, AzLR, Roll 11.



existed among the Indians, that military control of Indians 
on a reservation was prejudicial to peace and civilization. 
If troops were to be kept at Camp Apache, the duties of the 
civilian and military powers would have to be well defined. 
Otherwise, the Coyoteros would never feel secure from mo-

31lestation, nor would they know when they were doing right.
Roberts' first year at Camp Apache was coming to a 

close. During that year he had accomplished many tasks.
He had attempted, with some degree of success, in making 
the Coyoteros self-supporting. Under his firm authority, 
the Indians had become peaceable, well disposed, and better 
disciplined than ever before. But these tasks had not been 
easy, for Roberts had contended with military interference 
every step along the way. Also, during the year he had 
successfully fought against a scandal that threatened to 
ruin him. But what had occurred was only a preview of what 
lay ahead. The next few months would not only spell doom 
for James Roberts but the Camp Apache Reservation as well.

31. Daniels to Smith, October 12, 1874* Arizona 
Superintendency, Inspectors' Reports, Washington, Record 
Group 75, National Archives, 1963.
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CHAPTER V

THE DEMISE OF THE RESERVATION

During the first half of l875> the conflict between 
the civil and military authorities at Camp Apache reached 
a crisis. To the Indian Bureau, it seemed that the mili
tary was attempting to make a pawn out of the civil agent 
and defeat the work of the Interior Department among the 
Indians. It became just as apparent to the officials in 
Washington that a change in agents was needed. But when 
a change was attempted the conflict merely increased.

In February of 1875> conditions on the reservation 
became unbearable for Roberts. Clashing with Captain F.
D. Ogilby, who had succeeded Major Randall at Camp Apache, 
he sought escape (it was reported) through excessive 
drinking.^ To make matters worse, the Coyoteros became 
restless, occasionally leaving on raids. Ogilby watched for 
an opportunity to seize the agency. The occasion arose
when Roberts asked the Coyoteros to assemble at the agency

2building for a head count on February 26. Simultaneously, 
Captain Ogilby announced that he also would count the 1 2

1. Ferris to Delano, April 8, 1875, AzLR, Roll 13.
2. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 131.
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Indians the following day and invited Roberts to be present 
3as witness. Roberts refused to attend. A severe snowstorm 

prevented the Indians from reporting to the agency until 
March 2. On that day the Coyotero chiefs appeared and were 
issued flour, but no beef could be provided as it had not 
arrived.^ Because of a misunderstanding that arose, sev
eral chiefs complained to Ogilby that they had been refused 
beef until they were counted. Ogilby reported to the 
Assistant Adjutant General that the chiefs were very per
sistent in their demands for beef, and he feared a bloody 

5outbreak.
On the afternoon of March 3, Ogilby, with forty

cavalrymen, surrounded the agency and announced he was
6taking control. Roberts hurried forty miles east to the 

nearest telegraph office in New Mexico to inform Washington 
of the situation,^ and then went directly south to the San

3. F. H. Whitney to Roberts, February 27, l875>> 
AzLR, Roll 15; F. D. Ogilby to Roberts, February 27,
1875, A zLR, Roll 15.

ij.» Roberts to Smith, March 3, 1875, AzLR, Roll llj..
5. Ogilby to AAG, March 16, 1875, AzLR, Roll 15.
6. Roberts to Smith, March 3, 1875, AzLR, Roll

14.
7. Roberts to Smith, March 12, 1875, AzLR, Roll 

14. Roberts reported that all Agency employees who re
fused to make statements favorable to the military were 
ordered to leave Camp Apache immediately. Roberts to 
Smith, March 16, 1875, AzLR, Roll 14.
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gCarlos Agency to see Agent John P. Glum. On April llj. a 

messenger from Tucson arrived at San Carlos with a tele
gram from Commissioner Smith, directing Clum to proceed
to Camp Apache and take charge from Agent Roberts until

9another agent could be selected. The next day Clum, 
accompanied by Roberts and fifty San Carlos Indians, rode 
north to Camp Apache. At Black River, fifteen miles south 
of the post, they met Captain Ogilby and a detachment of 
soldiers en route to San Carlos. When Clum informed the 
officer of his instructions, Ogilby replied, "come over 
and see us, Clum, we will always be glad to see you, 
socially, and we will fight you officially as long as 
you wish."1^

Upon arrival at Camp Apache, Clum found that Ogilby 
had appointed the Reverend J. M. Mickley,"^* the post

8. John P. Clum became Indian agent of the San 
Carlos Indian Reservation on August 8, l8?i{., at the age 
of twenty-two. Also see Woodworth Clum, Apache Agent 
(New York, 1936); and Flora Warren Seymour, Indian Agents 
of the Old Frontier (New York, 19^1).

9. Smith to Clum, March 31, 1875> Pile Box 1,
John P. Clum Papers, University of Arizona Library.

10. Clum, Apache Agent, pp.
11. The Dutch Reformed Church had previously 

recommended that Mickley be appointed agent at Camp 
Apache but later withdrew his name because of certain 
charges made against him. Ferris to Delano, April 8,
1875, AzLR, Roll 13.



chaplain, as acting agent. Glum ignored both Mickley and 
Ogilby, gave a receipt to Roberts for the government prop
erties and supplies on hand, and assumed control. Acting 
under his authority as ex-officio United States marshal 
within the limits of the reservation, the San Carlos agent 
placed Mickley under arrest for opening mail addressed to 
R o b e r t s H e  then assembled the Coyoteros and announced 
that he was taking charge of the agency. Thereafter, he 
would issue all instructions and orders to them. Glum then 
made a head count.

For the first time in the history of the reserva
tion, the head count was made without military supervision. 
Enraged, Ogilby insisted on the right to count the 
Coyoteros himself, and ordered the Indians to assemble at 
the post the next day, instead of reporting to the agency 
where they were to receive rations. He informed Glum that 
he would enforce his order if it took every man at his

63
12

12. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. llj.9. 
Because the press announced the appointment of Mickley as 
agent, Ogilby asked him to fill the post, believing he was, 
simply anticipating the action of the Indian Bureau.
Tucson Arizona Citizen, March 13, 1875.

13# Glum, Apache Agent, p. l£6; Glum to Smith, 
April 15, 18?5, AzLR, Roll 13; Roberts to Postmaster 
General, August 15, 1875, AzLR, Roll IJ4.; Ogle, Federal 
Control of the Apaches, p. 150; John P. Glum Diary,
April ±57"”1875, File Box 2, Glum Papers.

lij.. Glum to Smith, April 2i|., 1875, AzLR, Roll 
13; Glum, Apache Agent, p. 157; Glum Diary, April 19,
1875, Glum Papers.



disposal. In spite of the military threats, the Coyoteros
assembled at the agency, and Ogilby, realizing that it would 
be a mistake to attack peaceful Indians, decided to with
draw his Indian scouts. He offered no further resistance 
to the new agent’s p r o g r a m . G l u m  left his clerk, Edward 
C. Jenkins, in charge at Camp Apache and returned to San 
Carlos.

Military efforts to wreck the civil administration 
now took a different form. Agents Roberts and Glum had 
found it necessary, at times, to arrest numerous recal
citrant troublemakers. These Apaches had been turned over 
to the post commander for confinement in the guardhouse. 
Angered at the outcome of his first bout with Glum, Ogilby, 
on April 22, ordered the release of all prisoners held at 
Camp Apache and San Carlos, and announced that in the

17future he would not be responsible for Indian prisoners.
He also directed that in case of insubordination or hos
tilities on the part of Indians, the officers at San Carlos 
and Camp Apache were to disregard any request Glum might 
make for assistance. The troops would be kept in garrison

lf>. Glum, Apache Agent, p. 157; Glum Diary,
April 19, 1875, Glum Papers.

16. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 150; 
Glum'Diary, April 20, 1875, Glum Papers.

17. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 150; 
Glum Diary, April 23, 1875, Glum Papers.
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18to protect government property and the lives of citizens. 

Ogilby made sure that the Indians were made aware of his 
order. Glum was left alone to control lj.,200 Indians.

Commissioner Smith now requested Glum to come to 
Washington. In reporting to Smith, Glum insisted that the 
military post at Camp Apache be moved off the reservation. 
The commissioner believed that this would be a difficult 
undertaking, and suggested that the Coyoteros might be 
moved south from the White Mountains to the San Carlos
Agency. On June 16 Glum left for Arizona to effect this

- 19 removal.
When Glum reached San Carlos, he enlisted the help

of Chief Eskirainzin and sixty braves and George H. Stevens,
the Indian trader at San Carlos, whose wife was a full-
blooded Coyotero Apache. These men were friendly with the
Coyoteros, and he counted on them to do most of the dip- 

20lomatic work. Glum and his assistants arrived at Camp 
Apache on July 22, and called a council of the Indians.
Half of the 1,14.00 Coyoteros favored removal, as their old 
home and planting ground had been on the Gila River near

18. Captain W. S. Worth to Glum, May 2, 1875,
AzLR, Roll 13; Clum, Apache Agent, p. 159»

19. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. l5l; 
Smith to Clum, June 17, 1875, AzLR,""’Roll 15.

20. Clum, Apache Agent, p. 161.
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21Camp Goodwin. The other half were not so enthusiastic. 

Their chief objection was that they had never lived in the 
Gila Valley.

The Coyoteros were divided into eighteen bands at 
this time. The bands led by Petone, Diablo, and Pinal 
contained men in the company of Indian scouts stationed 
at Camp Apache. As they were required to remain there 
during their enlistment. Glum stated it would be optional

22for them to stay with their chiefs or move to San Carlos. 
Clum also allowed a large number of Coyoteros to remain at 
Camp Apache to harvest their crops. Rumors soon developed 
among the Indians that they would be taken to a distant 
country, where they would all die or be killed. Clum

poblamed these rumors on the military officers at the post.
On July 26, Clum left Camp Apache with eight hun

dred Coyoteros. Stevens took eight bands over the wagon 
road to San Carlos, and Clum brought seven bands over the 
trail. Clum and Stevens made the trip without an escort. 
The two groups reached their destination on July 29, and 
two days later rations were issued and a head count

21. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 152.
22. Clum, Apache Agent, p. 162.
23. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 1$2.
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m a d e A t  first the Coyotero bands were located near the 
San Carlos Agency, but after they had become adjusted to 
the change, some four hundred and fifty Indians were al
lowed to move twenty miles east up the Gila River to the 
site of their former home.̂  Clum's removal of the 
Coyoteros was far from complete. Approximately six hun
dred Indians still remained at Camp Apache.

Recent developments at Washington threatened to 
undo Clum’s work. Clum must have had an inkling of 
trouble, for he hastened to Tucson and telegraphed Com
missioner Smith, requesting that the Coyoteros be left 
in his hands to save disorganization and dissatisfaction.
In Tucson Clum met W. E. Morford, who had just arrived 
from New York with instructions to take control of the 
Camp Apache Agency. Morford had been appointed the new 
agent on July 2, only two weeks after Clum was ordered 
back to Arizona to transfer the Coyoteros to the San Carlos 
Agency. Clum claimed that he had never been informed of 
Morford*s appointment, and was greatly humiliated by this

24. Clum, Apache Agent, pp. 162-163; Clum to 
Smith, September 1,™IS75, R. C. I. A., 1875, p. 218.
Also see Jacob Piatt Dunn, Massacres of the Mountains:
A History of the Indian Wars of the Far West, I8l5- 
1875 (New York, 1958), p7T36.

25. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 152.
26. Ibid., p. 153; Clum to Smith, August 4,

1875, AzLR, Roll 13.



apparent lack of support and confidence on the part of his 
superiors. He determined to resist Morford's claim to the 
position on the grounds that the position no longer ex
isted. But Morford was not to be so easily baffled. While 
in Tucson, he barraged Smith with telegrams and letters,
and asked his friend, Rufus Ingalls, Quartermaster General

27of the Army, to intercede for him. As a result. Smith
28wired Glum to turn over the Camp Apache Agency to Morford.

When Morford arrived at Camp Apache on August 18, 
he found the agency buildings burned to the ground. All 
evidence pointed to the fact that the destruction was 
deliberate. 7 He reported to Smith that two-thirds of the 
Coyoteros were still at Camp Apache, and that those Clum 
had moved were returning daily from San C a r l o s M o r f o r d
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27. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 1^3? 
W. E. Morford to Rufus Ingalls, August 187^, AzLR,
Roll ll}.j Morford to Smith, August 9> 10, 1875), AzLR, Roll 
14; Morford said that Glum, while at Washington, learned 
about the probability of his appointment, and that he 
should have protested then.

28. Smith to Clum, August 14, 1875, File Box 1, 
Clum Papers.

29. When the fire was discovered, evidence showed 
that the seven buildings had been set afire simultaneously, 
thus making it appear that the fire was deliberate. C. M. 
Bally to Ogilby, August 3, 1875, AzLR, Roll 15» In 1877, 
Clum admitted that the “useless buildings" were destroyed. 
Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 153 n.

30. Morford to Smith, August 19, 1875, AzLR,
Roll 15
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decided to establish himself at Camp Apache, but Clum re
fused to transfer the Indians, saying his instructions 
only required the transfer of the remaining agency prop
erty.^ On September 10 Morford received orders from Smith 
instructing him to complete the removal immediately, and
then take charge. During the transfer, Clum would remain 

32in control. Ogilby seized the opportunity to aid Morford,
hoping thereby to undo Glum’s work.

33General August V. Kautz, ^ commanding the Depart
ment of Arizona, wrote the Assistant Adjutant General that 
even though many of the Coyoteros might consent to move, 
they would soon leave the Gila Valley because the land 
and climate were different from their own mountain country. 
If that happened, troops would be needed to bring them back 
to the reservation. He cited the cases of the Verde and

31. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 
Morford to Smith, August 12, 18?^, AzLH, Roll 14.

32. Morford to Smith, September 16, 1875, AzLR,
Roll 14.

33# August V. Kautz, Colonel, Eighth Infantry 
(Brevet Major General) relieved General Crook of the 
command over the Department of Arizona on March 22, 1875#
He continued to hold this position until March 5, 1878. 
Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 155 n.
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Hualupai Indians as past examples of such problems. 
Moreover, it was dangerous to collect so many different 
tribes at San Carlos before they had overcome their tribal 
prejudices. The Coyotero removal would require more troops 
at San Carlos, hardly a pleasant locale for soldiers be
cause of the malaria. Suitable quarters would require 

35great expense. Kautz charged that Glum was being in
fluenced by the Tucson merchants, who wanted the Indians 
moved where they would be able to furnish supplies to 
them.

Kautz was supported in his argument by his su
perior, General Schofield. Although Schofield formerly 
had favored civil control, the Camp Apache controversy 
convinced him that the Indian Bureau should be turned over 
to the Department of War. The purer service of the mili
tary could eliminate the graft of the civil officers.

34• The Indians at the Camp Verde Reservation 
were moved to San Carlos early in 1875. This transfer 
made the problem of their control more difficult than 
ever before. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, 
pp. 124-126. The Hualapais left the Colorado Reservation 
in 1874, after living there one year. They were later 
placed on the San Carlos Reservation but soon left due 
to dissatisfaction. Dunn, Massacres of the Mountains,
p. 630. ~

35. Kautz to AAG, August 31, 1875, in Report 
of the Secretary of War, 1875 (Washington, 1875>T»
pp. 31-37; Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 155,

36. Kautz to AAG, September 20, 1875, AzLR,
Roll 15
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While he was willing to carry out the peace policy,
Schofield declared his troops would not fight peaceable

37Indians upon the demand of an Indian agent.
Clum, aided by strong support of the Tucson

-2 O
Arizona Citizen,'3 argued that San Carlos could provide 
more fertile farmland, and a climate which would allow 
two crops to be raised annually. The superior roads lead
ing to San Carlos would provide faster transportation at 
far less cost, and the consolidation would relieve the 
Department of the Interior of the expense of operating two 
agencies. Moreover, the trade with the Coyoteros would be 
taken from New Mexico merchants and given to the Arizona 
contractors, as Clum felt it should be.^9

In the meantime. Agent Morford conducted his pseudo
agency on an independent basis with aid and supplies fur
nished by the military. Everything worked in his favor, 
for the chiefs, representing 1,003 Coyoteros, soon informed 
him that they could make their bands self-sufficient

37. Schofield to AAG, September 20, l87f>, AzLR,
Roll 15>; Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 155.

38. See Tucson Arizona Citizen, July 26, 31;
August 14> 28; and September l8, 1075. Also see Wasson
to Smith, August 12, 2^, 1875, AzLR, Roll l£. The Prescott 
Arizona Miner favored Morford and the military. See 
Prescott Miner, August 20, and September 10, 1875.

39. Clum to Smith, September 1, 1875, R. 0,. I. A., 
1875, p. 218.



within six years if allowed to remain at Camp Apache. For
tified with this proposal, Morford informed Commissioner 
Smith that the agency should be rebuilt at Camp Apache. 
Otherwise, there would be desperate resistance to attempts 
at removal.^ Smith, however, detected the intrigue and 
wired Morford that a continuance of this argument would 
necessitate the abolition of his office.

Morford now addressed a letter to Captain Ogilby, 
asking if he would help transfer the C o y o t e r o s O g i l b y  
replied that under existing orders troops could in no way 
be used to force any Indians to move against their consent. 
Only an escort for the personal protection of the agent 
could be supplied.

While the dispute still raged in Arizona, the 
Department of the Interior, by order of President Grant, 
took action. On September 22, 1875# the Camp Apache Agency 
was discontinued and the Coyoteros placed directly under

lj.0. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 
l5f?J Morford to Smith, September 16; October 2, 9> l875>> 
AzLR, Roll llj..

41. Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 156.
42. Morford to Ogilby, September 10, 1875, AzLR,

Roll 14.
43. Ogilby to Morford, September 11, 1875, AzLR,

Roll 14.
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Clum.^ In order to eliminate opposition from Morford, a 
man with powerful political connections. Smith appointed 
him agent at the Colorado River Reservation.^ When Glum 
went to Camp Apache a few days later to close the agency, 
he made no effort to force the remaining Coyoteros down 
to the Gila. They had already sold their crops and were 
preparing to move to San Carlos

The Indian Bureau, convinced that military oppo
sition was the sole cause for the Coyoteros1 resistance to 
moving to San Carlos, sent Inspector E. C. Kemble to in
vestigate the situation. Kemble reached Camp Apache the 
last of November. A careful check of the seven bands at 
the agency revealed that eight hundred and eighty-one 
Indians had not moved, but that a considerable number were 
on their way to San Carlos. All the others would go, he 
believed, if the military did not interfere. Nearly three 
hundred, however, refused to move until the Indian scouts 
were dismissed.

Although the policy of concentration may have been 
well founded, the transfer of the Coyoteros and other

B. R. Cowen, Acting Secretary of the Interior, 
to Smith, September 22, 1875, AzLR, Roll lij..

Ogle, Federal Control of the Apaches, p. 15>6.
46. Ibid., p. 157.
47. Ibid., pp. 158-159.



Apache groups to San Carlos led to later outbreaks and dis
asters. The Indians were naturally unwilling to leave the 
region which they considered their homeland, and which the 
government had given them as a permanent reservation. Soon 
after General Crook returned to command in Arizona in 
September of 1882, he gave some six hundred Coyoteros per
mission to return to their old homes near Fort Apache, where 
they agreed to be self-supporting.^ Others followed later. 
Thus the prediction of General Kautz came true. The 
Coyoteros could not be forced to live in a new location 
against their will. The short period of concentration 
served only to create hard feelings and distrust in the 
minds of the Coyoteros♦

Although the Camp Apache Reservation had provided 
a home for the once hostile Coyoteros, the task of sub
duing these Indians was far from complete when the agency 
was abolished only five years after its establishment. Had 
it been free from the almost constant struggle between the 
military and civil agents, the reservation might have be
come a potent force in the control of the Coyoteros. But 
instead of becoming a "nucleus for the civilization of the 
Apaches in Arizona" as Colonel Green had hoped, the reser
vation developed into a center of dispute. It was the 
failure of the white men to co-operate with each other

lj.8• Dunn, Massacres of the Mountains, p . 647•



that doomed the Camp Apache Reservation. The one out
standing result of the management of the Coyotero Apaches 
was in acquainting these Indians with the practices of 
sedentary life.
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